OUTLINE OF HISTORY- working draft
List of Assaults
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

False Flag Attacks
ChemTrails
HAARP
Weather Modification/Control
Electromagnetic Brain/Mind tampering ( RFID chips TV Signals )
EMF Neurological, Immune System, Damage
Vaccinations
Morgellons Disease
Abysmal Medical Care
i) Effective Treatments withheld (i.e. Rife, Natural Treatments, Effective Cancer
treatment)
10) GMO toxic foods
11) Pesticides and other toxins in food
12) Hormones in food
13) Toxic plastics
14) Human tissue/cells in food (CANABILISM)
15) Matrix of Lies immersing us.
16) Corrupt Masonic Court System
17) Dumb Down Education
18) Elimination of Constitutional Government
19) Psychopathically disordered politicians
20) Shadow Government (de facto )
21) Federal Reserve attack on economy (Eustace Mullins)
22) Wall Street conspiracies (see Anthony C. Sutton: Wall Street and the Bolshevik
Revolution, Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler, The Best Enemy Money can Buy)
23) Domination by UN (Agenda 21)
24) Domination by Israel
25) Fukushima, Chernobyl

1)
2)
3)
4)

Who is doing all this?
Why is it being done?
How is it being done?
Where will it end?

(1) It is certain that the International Bankers loom large here, but are they the main
players? Should the definition of “International Bankers” be expanded to include Big
Brain Hominids who were apparently mining gold in southern Africa thousands of years
ago? There is considerable talk and imagery of Luciferian and Demonic entities.
Groups/cults such as Bohemian Grove make a big deal of this, and we see the bankers,
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the cults, the military, the Satanist, all mixed together. What is the connection?
Certainly generating fear plays a big part in their operations to control us, especially fear
of the unknown. Generating fear is a key aspect of their operations.
(2) Why would any group carry out such terrible assaults on humanity? They say directly
that they want a One World Government, and what they are striving for is a total One
World Tyranny. Should we look deeper or is the lust for power enough of an
explanation? On examining the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion we find:
….19.”.. But you yourselves perfectly well know that TO PRODUCE THE
POSSIBILITY OF THE EXPRESSION OF SUCH WISHES BY ALL THE
NATIONS IT IS INDISPENSABLE TO TROUBLE IN ALL COUNTRIES
THE PEOPLE'S RELATIONS WITH THEIR GOVERNMENTS SO AS TO
UTTERLY EXHAUST HUMANITY WITH DISSENSION, HATRED,
STRUGGLE, ENVY AND EVEN BY THE USE OF TORTURE, BY
STARVATION, BY THE INOCULATION OF DISEASES, BY WANT, SO
THAT THE "GOYIM" SEE NO OTHER ISSUE THAN TO TAKE REFUGE
IN OUR COMPLETE SOVEREIGNTY IN MONEY AND IN ALL ELSE.”
Great to have power but this seems excessive. Note the point of view here: they want
to “UTTERLY EXHAUST HUMANITY.” Do they consider themselves not human?
(3) How is this being done? There is overwhelming evidence that this program of
deception and destruction is being run by psychopathic minds in government and
business/finance. Under these psychopathic minds are minions who for the most part
do not fully understand what they are doing and the long-term implications for
themselves. They get a paycheck and minor power to exercise their shallow puffed up
egos. We see here weakness of the human mind, the failure to not dig deeper into
understanding, to be pathologically superficial, to be overly cowed by authority and peer
group opinion. It is a recipe for slavery or worse. A major question is: are our
psychopathic rulers self-organizing, or are they directed by a higher agency (The Apex
of Power)?
(4) What is the end point? Judging from the list of 24 above (and there are more), the
end point is catastrophic for Homo sapiens. The Georgia Guide Stones states that
there should be 500 million of us all speaking the same language.

THE MESSAGE OF THE GEORGIA GUIDESTONES
1. Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.
2. Guide reproduction wisely - improving fitness and diversity.
3. Unite humanity with a living new language.
4. Rule passion - faith - tradition - and all things with tempered reason.
5. Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
6. Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.
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7. Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
8. Balance personal rights with social duties.
9. Prize truth - beauty - love - seeking harmony with the infinite.
10.Be not a cancer on the earth - Leave room for nature - Leave room for nature.
Catherine Austin Fitz
Overwhelmed by what was happening, I estimated the end result. My simple calculations
guessed that we were going to achieve economic sustainability on Earth by depopulating
down to a population of approximately 500 million people from our then current global
population of 6 billion. I was a portfolio strategist used to looking at numbers from a very
high level. Those around me could not fathom how all the different threads I was
integrating could lead to such a conclusion. To me, we had to have radical change in how
we governed resources or depopulate. It was a mathematical result.
A year later, in 1999, a very capable investment and portfolio strategist asked me if he
could come have a private lunch with me in Washington. We sat in a posh restaurant
across from the Capitol. He said quietly that he had calculated out where the derivatives
and debt bubble combined with globalization were going. The only logical conclusion he
could reach was that significant depopulation was going to occur. He said his estimates
lead to an approximate population of 500 million. I said very quietly, "that's my estimate
too." I will never forget the look of sadness that crossed his face. I was amazed to find
someone else who understood.
This is all very nasty and I think incomprehensible in respect to human (Homo sapiens)
goals.
Homo is the genus of great apes that includes modern humans and species closely
related to them. The Hominidae; also known as great apes form a taxonomic family of
primates, including four extant genera: chimpanzees and bonobos (Pan), gorillas
(Gorilla), humans (Homo), and orangutans (Pongo).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hominidae
Although we do not usually dwell on the emotional characteristics of our species, we
very much appreciate the expression of empathy, an understanding of ethics, and the
possession of a conscience. It is these qualities that endear us to each other. But if you
consider many of the people in positions of power, mostly men, these characteristics
are lacking. Andrew Lobaczewski, author of Political Ponerology, (A Science on the
Nature of Evil Adjusted for Political Purposes), describes these people as Para Homo
sapiens. They lack that which endears us to each other and allows us to trust each
other. Now it turns out that another member of the genera Homo walked the earth with
us: Homo capensis who had a brain 30% larger than ours and was our master.
History
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For the purposes of analysis we will divide history into three broad eras:
The Ice Age
The Glacial Melt Down
The Biblical Era
The Ice Age, the Last Glacial Maximum lasted for about 100,000 years transitioning
into the Glacial Melt Down, which lasted about 10,000 years ending about 7,000 years
ago. During the Ice Age glaciers about two miles deep covered Northern North America
and Eurasia. Sea level was 400 feet lower and there was no ice cap over the coast of
Antarctica where the ice is now a mile deep. (This should be researched to increase
accuracy).
What happened during the Ice Age? Lots that we don’t know about. The entire earth
was mapped by a mysterious civilization that has not left a trace as to its identity. To
map the earth they had to establish longitude, they had to be expert ship builders, they
had to have had agriculture and trade to finance all that they did which included building
megalithic structures around the world, which are now under the oceans. We don’t
know their language, appearance, customs, diet, political organization, ethics or
religion.. They knew astronomy and from the maps they apparently knew spherical
trigonometry.
Also during the Ice Age there existed a huge civilization in Southern Africa that built very
unusual circular stone structures and pyramids. Some sources give a date of 75,000
years ago for this civilization. (Adams Calendar. See also Michael Tellinger)
The Glacial Melt Down was thoroughly devastating. Sea level rose by 400 ft (this needs
to be researched. See: Ice Age Civilization). This increase was calculated to average
out to about one meter every hundred years but the rise was sometimes abrupt. For the
Missoula Ice Lake in eastern Washington and adjacent states we have data.
(http://www.detectingdesign.com/harlenbretz.html)
The melting glaciers formed huge lakes dammed by ice dams which intermittently failed,
producing gigantic floods of 500 cubic miles of water roaring across the Scab Lands and
over the Columbia River Gorge in in the space of 48 hours. Five hundred cubic miles is
a cube 10 miles wide, 10 miles long, and 5 miles high. Where Portland would be, was
under 400 ft of water.
The Biblical Era, beginning about 6000 years, is coming to a close, leading into
the Era of Advancing Understanding of Brain Function in General, Homo sapien
Instincts, Psychopathic Brain Function, Study of the Brain/Mind Function of
Technocrats, and increasing understanding and development of Empathy and
Ethics. We can easily see that Empathy, Ethical Behavior, and Application of the
Golden Rule, are under unceasing attack. This is also the era of analyzing the
Crypto-Terrestrials vs. Extra-Terrestrials. The great mass of material about Extra
Terrestrials is unsubstantiated and appears to be chaff, i.e.: material widely
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dispersed to hide something, such as Crypto-Terrestrials. (Mac Tonnies wrote:
Crypto-Terrestrials, but died in his sleep at age 34 before the book was complete.)
During the Ice Age Homo sapiens and Homo capensis and other Big Brain Hominid
species lived together and the Big Brain species were clearly dominant over Homo
sapiens. During the Glacial Melt Down the civilization of the Earth mappers (most
probably Big Brains) collapsed. This civilization did not leave a record for us, and during
the Biblical era Homo sapiens developed multiple civilizations, which have collapsed
and disappeared. Civilizations currently in existence are in the process of collapsing, but
now the mechanisms of subversive attack are easy to see, if one takes the trouble to
look.
>>> to be Continued
Olmec jade figures have elongated heads and oriental-type eyes.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivan_van_Sertima#Early_life
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Needham
http://www.ratical.org/ratville/JFK/USO/chp3_p2.html#pgfId=5146

Excerpts from L Fletcher Prouty Understanding Special Operations
..because Churchill describes a High Cabal.
He's not the only one. Buckminster Fuller, a rare individual, has spent more time, at the
invitation of Congress, before Congressional hearings than any other individual, with the
probable exception of Admiral Rickover, advising Congress on different issues relating to the
government. But interestingly enough, he has spent more time in the Kremlin as an advisor to the
Soviets than he has in our own Congress. He worked with President Kubitschek in setting up the
new Brazil. A rare individual. A man who knows the world and knows the leaders of the world.
He writes about a "power elite," and that the apparent leaders, as we see them throughout the
world, are certainly national leaders, but they're not the top echelon, the High Cabal.
In history you will find that the Chinese, as far back as 2,000 years ago, speak of a High Cabal
that they call the "Gentry" -- and that the Chinese seem to have accepted that as a fact of life.
Even though they had their emperors and their monarchs and leaders, they realized there's an
echelon above that which directs some of the events that other people know nothing about. It's
Fuller who hits the nail on the head. He says that the secret of the High Cabal is -- of course, it's
control of power, but it is also the understanding that their most valuable asset is anonymity: that
nobody can identify them. In that sense, you begin to talk, you begin to think: maybe they're just
like angels or like ghosts, people say they're there, but, are they really?
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I don't think it's that. In fact, I think that perhaps what people think of in terms of ghosts or
angels, may be the reality that there is an echelon within our world, a small structure, that does
really determine how things go. And I wouldn't argue the point. Because in my own experience
in more than 80 countries -- and I have talked directly to presidents of countries and people on
their level -- I have this feeling that they're taking their instructions from some other place. Now
that may be personal, but I notice it in the writings of others as well.
>>>
There was a very intriguing story of a party that the rulers of China sent back to Bagdad with a
very learned leader and some 15 or 20 scholars with him. He would sit and listen to the
intelligent people of Bagdad as they explained how they did this, how they did that. Like
arithmetic -- the Chinese had not learned the Arabic base for arithmetic, or for mathematics that
spread all over the world. And the Chinese were taking notes in shorthand and they would listen
and take notes in shorthand and as fast as the Arabs could talk to them they would transcribe it.
This had been going on for a while -- a while meaning years -- when another group of Chinese
came and reported that the King, or the emperor, wanted the first group to come back -- for some
reason they had to go back. By this time the elderly Chinaman had become good friends with the
leader in Bagdad and he said, "Look, I have to return to my country, but I know there is
much that we haven't finished studying." He said, "I would like you to give me 7 of your
best scholars, each in their own trade, their own specialty, and ask them to dictate to me
from their books". And he said, "I want to write it down and take this back to my
emperor." And the Arab chief said, "You mean, you are going to write down what 7 men
tell you simultaneously?" He said, "yes."
And he did. And after he had been copying for 3 or 4 hours the chief stopped his people
and then he asked the Chinaman, "this man from section 3 over here, read back what he
told you." He turned his pages, read it back perfectly. "OK, this man, No. 5, read it back."
The Chinaman without fault had been taking down the shorthand listening to 7 people
simultaneously. I use the figure 7, it might have been 8 or 10. Dr. Needham tells the story
with great thoroughness.
What this says is that the Chinese had perfected, and we believe today, they retained this even
more so than they had in those days, the ability to write a shorthand that could translate
simultaneous lectures, not just one. And simultaneously probably to the number 7, 8, or 9. Dr.
Needham gives the exact figure because he has seen it done.
What this means is that when you put all these together -- their culture, their art, their trading,
their ability to make cast iron, and bronze, they drilled for oil at 2,000 feet using bamboo pipe -they were not backward people. This without any question puts the Chinese at a level in history
certainly equal to, but probably higher than, the levels of Europe and the Middle East.
Now when we educate ourselves enough to understand that, and as we have said earlier when we
also understand that leaders of this world recognize a High Cabal, I think it is ridiculous, since I
myself cannot disbelieve the existence of a High Cabal, that the High Cabal very probably
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includes Asians and more probably is led by Asians. I wouldn't argue that, I don't know how to
explain it, except if you watch rain fall, you notice it all runs in accordance with gravity. Well, if
you study mankind, you notice there is a sort of gravity in the day-to-day world of mankind, and
I don't think it is all happenstance. I think that there is direction from, as Churchill says, the
High Cabal. But I also believe that the High Cabal, which can include people from of
course any region of the world -- I don't think they recognize countries -- I think the world
is just the world for those people, and I believe that it would be strongly manned with
Chinese or even probably led by Chinese.

As Buckminster Fuller says the two most powerfully disruptive forces in mankind are
politics and religion.
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